
“Christ the Antidote regarding Death”

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 9

THE TABERNACLE OF DAVID

This is a subject not greatly discussed or written about, simply because it has not been understood by the
majority of believers. Contrary to the opinion of most,  it  has not yet come into manifestation, simply
because it is to be realised inwardly first & then it will be observed outwardly. One of the main reasons
that we have not observed it in many is for the simple reason that the Ark in David's Tabernacle was
completely separated from the Holy Place & the Outer Court & until we are willing to do that in our
thinking, we are never going to fulfil this type. In the 15 th chapter of the book of Acts & verse 16 we read
''After this I will come back, & will rebuild the house of David, which has fallen; I will rebuild its [very]
ruins, & I will set it up again. 17 So that the rest of men may seek the Lord, & all the Gentiles upon
whom My name has been invoked.'' 
      Keep well in mind that this is referring to a spiritual experience & not so much an outer, but an inner
realisation & understanding. Many think that this happened in the days of the Apostles. But I want to show
you that this was impossible as a whole. If any did, the only one who I can see who more than likely did
enter in was the Apostle John. There are at least five records of the death of John, none of which are
reliable. I am not saying that there were not others, but I for one would be very surprised if any did. And if
there were, there would be very few. 
      The reason for this experience is that in it's finality, this & the manifestation of the Son's of God are
one & the same, & the purpose is ''that the rest of men may seek the Lord, & all the Gentiles upon whom
My name has been invoked.''   I hear someone say that this has happened & is now happening; yes, in
part, but far, far, from the fullness that God has intended in the FULL SALVATION that many are seeing
today, & is also very soon, about to break forth in a mighty way. 1 Peter 1:5. Heb 9:28.

      When David took possession of the Ark after it had been in captivity, & then later minded by God's
chosen individuals, David was becoming strong & confident in the realisation of his status & position as a
King ordained of God. Now as you read, apply what is being said to the the position & condition of
ourselves today. This is where many are now. ''David became greater & greater, for the God of hosts was
with him.'' 2 Sam 5:10. We are today reading from the Amplified, unless other wise mentioned. 
   
      David decided that it was time to take by faith what rightfully belonged to himself & Israel – the then
Church – 2 Sam 6:3-9. ''So they set the Ark upon a new cart & brought it out of the house of Abinadab,
which was on the hill; & Uzzah & Ahio, sons of Abinadab, drove the new cart.  4. And they brought it
out of the house of Abinadab, which was on the hill, with the ark of God; & Ahio went before the ark. 5.
And David & all the house of Israel played before the Lord with all their might, with songs, lyres, harps,
tambourines, castanets, & cymbals. 6. And when they came to Nacon's threshing floor, Uzzah put out
his hand to the ark of God & took hold of it, for the oxen stumbled & shook it. 7. And the anger of the
Lord was kindled against Uzzah; & God smote him there for touching the ark, & he died there by the
ark of God. 8. David was grieved & offended because the Lord had broken forth upon Uzzah, & that
place is called Prerez-uzzah [the breaking forth upon Uzzah] to this day. 9. David was afraid of the Lord
that day & said, How can the ark of God come to me?''
      In the preceding verses is a word for us all. The error of David was that in his enthusiasm he got
careless & did not seek the Lord. We read in 1Chron 15:13. “For because you bore it not [as God directed]
at the first, the Lord our God broke forth upon us (because we did not seek Him in the way He ordained.)
”The first thing we notice here is a 'new cart', the unfortunate mistake was that it was already written in –
Numbers 1:51.  ''When the tabernacle is  to go forward, the Levites shall  take it  down, & when the
tabernacle is to be pitched, the Levites shall set it up. And the excluded [any not of the tribe of Levi] who
approach the tabernacle  be put  to  death.'' –  but  as  mentioned in  their  enthusiasm they did not  use
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wisdom. I can remember many years ago an older, & very learned & experienced teacher, saying to me,
Ralph! You  have a fault, whenever you get hold of a piece of meat you throw blood everywhere. His
meaning of course was that whenever I received enlightenment from on high, in my enthusiasm I thought
that everyone needed to hear it,  whether they were ready to hear it  or not. After that kindly rebuke I
naturally took notice. David received a much sterner rebuke & being a sincere man of God & also a type of
Christ he certainly listened. The new cart ! In scripture, whenever the ark was to be moved it was always
to be carried by the poles which were put in in the rings on the side of the ark & carried by the priests, in
other words, there were some specifics involved. “The natural man or the - soulish man apart from the
spirit - cannot receive the things of the Kingdom of God for they are foolish to him”. And I would today
liken the  new cart  to much of the “New Age movement” now in saying this, we can brand many who
ought not to be branded, as there are many factions involved & they are not all the same. But we are
referring to the soulish & this can apply to many, even who claim to be in the ranks of “the sons of God”
who feel that  ANYTHING GOES & are no better than many of the worldly Pentecostal Churches today.
Without wanting to meddle too much, the thought I want to impart to us is that only the TRUE PRIESTS of
God will be handling or touching the ark in the tabernacle or tent of David. In David's day Zadok was in
charge of the Levitical Priests who brought the ark to Mt Zion. The name Zadok is equivalent to the name
Sedeq which means righteousness which has to do with MelchiZedek = Zadok. Of course we can now see
where Zadok's name is derived. When Ezekiel in referring to the received ministry in Ezek 44:15-16, he
states;  “But the Levitical priests,  the sons of Zadok, who kept  the charge of  My sanctuary when the
children of Israel went astray from Me, shall come near to Me to minister to Me, & they shall attend to
Me to offer to Me the fat & the blood, says the Lord God. 16. They shall enter into My sanctuary; & they
shall come near to My table to minister to me, & they shall keep My charge.”

So as we can see the Melchizedek Priesthood, the Tabernacle of David, & the Manifestation of the
Son's of God are all different aspects of the same thing.

   The word TABERNACLE is from the word skene # 4633 = tent, cloth or hut; & is akin to, skenos # 4636
= a hut or temporary residence,THE HUMAN BODY (as the abode of the spirit):- tabernacle. 

   And set it in its place inside the tent.

Now to continue with the story 2 Sam 6:10, ''So David was not willing to take the ark of the Lord to him
into the City of David; but he took it aside into the house of Obededom the Gittite. 11. And the ark of the
Lord remained in the house of Obededom the Gittite for three months, & the Lord blessed Obededom &
all his household. 12. And it was told King David, The Lord has blessed the house of Obededom & all
that belongs to him, because of the ark of God. So David went & brought up the Ark of God from the
house of Obededom into the City of David with rejoicing;13.And when those who bore the ark of the
Lord had gone six paces, he sacrificed an ox & a fatling. 14. And David danced before the Lord with all
his might, clad in a linen ephod [a priest's upper garment]. 15. So David & all the house of Israel
brought up the ark of the Lord with shouting & with the sound of the trumpet. 16. As the ark of the
Lord came into the City of  David, Michal, Saul's daughter [David's wife], looked out of the window &
saw King David leaping & dancing before the Lord, & she despised him in her heart. 17. They brought
the ark of the Lord & set it in its place inside the tent which David had pitched for it, & David offered
burnt offerings & peace offerings before the Lord.''

God is now in the process of setting the ark of the covenant within our tents

In other words He is Anointing the Most Holy Place within us.
Daniel 9:24b.

As David's own wife despised him, so those closest to us may be those who despise us. But know this you
will be despised, “it goes with the parcel”. There is no prophet of God who was not despised in some way.
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Even the greatest & the next to Him “Jesus & John” proves this. What God has prepared for those who
love Him & what He has on the future agenda is absolutely incredible. ''For to which of the angels did
God ever say,  You are My Son, today I have begotten You [established You in an official Son-ship
relation, with kingly dignity]? And again, I will be to Him a father, & He will be to Me a Son?''  Very
similar words were spoken regarding Solomon in 2 Sam.7:14; also in Ps.2:7b “You are My Son this day I
have begotten You,” then in Rev1:5, He is referred to as the First begotten or First-born from the dead,
if Jesus is the First-born. who are the second born or the ones born after Him? John.17:21-22, “That they
all may be one,[just] as You, Father, are in me & I in You, ''that they also may be one in Us, so that the
world may believe & be convinced that You have sent Me.22, I have given to them the   glory & honour
which you have given Me, that they may be one [even] as We are one:''----- Let us now tie these high-
lighted words in with.....Acts.15:17 ''So that the rest of men may seek the Lord, & all the Gentiles upon
whom my name has been invoked.'' I would like you to notice that this is next to verse 16 in which the
Tabernacle of David is mentioned. These & many other verses can & will only be fulfilled as the full
understanding of the Tabernacle of David is fully realised. What I am suggesting to you today is that at
least one of the reasons for becoming one with God is that ''so that the world may believe'' & the same
reason applies to the Tabernacle coming into being is ''that the rest of men may seek the Lord.''  In other
words the fulfilment of Jn.17:21-22 is found in Acts.15:16-17.
 

THE SEPARATING OF THE ARK FROM THE OUTER COURT & HOLY PLACE

In the days of Eli the prophet, his two son's Hophni & Phinehas, desecrated the temple & brought shame &
disrepute upon themselves & their father. A prophet was sent to Eli to warn him of the future with some
dire predictions – this incidentally was backed up by what God told Samuel in his first encounter with the
Lord – part of the prophets message was ''And I will raise up for Myself a faithful priest (Priest), who
shall do according to what is in my heart & mind. And I will build him a sure house, & he shall walk
before  my  anointed (Anointed)  forever  .  '' 1  Sam 2:  35.  A similar  judgement  is  happening  today,  a
disrespect of the hallowed things of God in many of the Pentecostal churches & others even now, & will
continue until, we realise that both the Outer Court & The Holy Place is not going to bring in God's best!
Why? For He  has saved the   BEST WINE UNTIL NOW,  or last.  This (Priest) – if you can receive it – is a
prophecy concerning the  Melchizedek Priesthood & the Man-child   that our great God is raising up
today..... What incurred the judgement of God was the disrespect that the then Priests & leaders had for His
Temple or Tabernacle & especially the Ark. Now to remind us again; Where is the ARK, THE MOST
HOLY PLACE Today?  Within US of course. The Tabernacle in the wilderness of course was a type, or a
metaphor of ourselves or the individual. SPIRIT – SOUL – BODY!

       Now I want to bring this event into today's scene, in the David'ic Tabernacle that God is raising up in
us at this present moment, – to be true to type – there is to be no Outer Court or Holy Place in our thinking,
as forerunners it first must start in us, then it will catch on with others & then it will become a reality in the
manifested  son's  of  God,  but  it  first  must  begin  in  us.  ''When  God  speaks  of  a  new [covenant  or
agreement], He makes the first one obsolete (out of use). And what is obsolete (out of use & annulled
because of age) is ripe for disappearance & to be dispensed with altogether.''   Heb 8:13. What is this
really meaning?  Is it a  LAW?  No, No! It is a choice but there are requirements!

      In the very last few days of the 1800s, a Godly man by the name of Charles Parham was led of God to
institute a small Bible School in Topeka, Kansas. They began to study the true scriptural evidence of the
baptism of the Holy Spirit when they became convinced that the evidence was speaking with other tongues
& they sought God in earnest, one by one they began to receive the same experience of those in the book
of Acts. Incidentally they began to receive this experience in the early hours of the very first day of 1900.
From this seeming small incident it sparked off a world wide Pentecostal revival. Even though – in the
main – the rest of the Christian religious world did not at that time believe or accept this understanding. To
coin a phrase, Parham & his followers stuck to their guns  & we are still seeing the results today. As
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multitudes came into this experience which  equates to the “Holy Place”. To them, their earlier “Outer
Court” experience was no longer needed, it was done away with, in their 'mind will & emotions' or souls it
was a past experience, they began to ''forget that which lay behind & were straining forward to what lay
ahead, & pressed on toward the goal to which they were being called to'' –  my translation – in other
words  the  old had been superseded.  Can we now begin to  see the importance of  holding fast  & not
compromising, God gave one man our good brother Parham a vision. And what was accomplished through
that one man?  Now I want to say to you & I today, we are just as important as our good Bro Parham, &
without  exalting ourselves,  I  would go so far  as  to  say in  a  different  way,  we are definitely no less
important. ''God is no respect-er of persons.''

      When John the baptist came with a new message, “he was one out” did he deviate, did he back off?
NO!! He not only was given a message, he lived the message, he was the message. It first had to be
believed & enacted in & by him before it caught hold. So it is with us; ''What went you out to see, a reed
shaken in the wind.'' Beloved in Christ Jesus, this is what the world needs today, strong people in God
willing to pay a price, for it will cost us. ''Except a grain of wheat falls into the ground & dies, it abides
alone.''   This message is nothing short of ''life from the dead.''

THEREFORE SHALL A MAN LEAVE HIS FATHER & MOTHER

When these words were first spoken in the 2nd chapter of Genesis in them was contained a most wonderful
secret for us today. If we can but hear, God is speaking secrets to us everywhere in the “Book”. In coming
into the experience of the David'ic Tabernacle, it would be advantageous to us, to decide in our soul –
mind, will & emotions – or psyche, to drop everything that would be a hindrance. If there is one thing that
will hinder our coming into a high place in God, is the fallacy of holding in our mind that we originated
from our natural father & mother. ''We were created in Christ before the foundation of the world,'' Eph
1:4, 2:10.  We must let go of, lose or LEAVE the concept, that we originated from our natural father &
mother & change that concept into  I am the offspring of God –  I am spirit made in the Image &
likeness of God -- I originated or came out from God – I & my Father are One-- I am a partaker of
the divine nature.  We are not advocating that we quote these words parrot fashion. But we need to
constantly remind ourselves, of our TRUE IDENTITY. We mentioned a little earlier that ''the best wine was
served last'' now we cannot put new wine into old bottles, this bottle is our “earth tired psyche or soul,
which  needs  to  be  transmuted  &  purified,  before  it  can  receive  this  new  &  perfect  wine  of  divine
consciousness.”We are now in the throes of allowing God to purify our soul, by constantly ''keeping our
mind stayed on Him, which keeps us in perfect peace'' & ''being still & knowing that I am God'' the am
is in italics, not original. A better translation ''be still & know that the I is God.'' or the I that is in you is
God.  ''For it  is  God that worketh in you both to will  & to do of His own good pleasure.''  As this
realisation of who we truly are in spirit becomes a reality to our soul, so then the soul will give herself to
her lover – SPIRIT – without any restrictions & a marriage will take place & we will truly come to KNOW
HIM, ''And Adam KNEW Eve as his wife & she became pregnant.'' Gen 4:1. – This word KNOW is the
same word that is used a number of times for KNOWING God – so then we will become impregnated with
the seed of God & become pregnant, spiritually, – as it were –  then we will eventually give birth to our
own personal son of God which is the Christ in you coming to complete maturity & fulfilment. This will
also be the fulfilment of the Tabernacle of David which has no Outer Court or Holy Place “within us”.
BUT we need to be thinking in this way NOW, not only for our own sakes, but as fore-runners for those
who are to follow. And if you think deeply about it, this is truly a wonderful thing!

Anointing the Most Holy.

 Now I will share with you why this has never happened in a people before, or why it is impossible
that it happened in any people as a group, apart from a few individuals, maybe! The Tabernacle of
David was a tent occupying only the 'Ark of the Covenant.' If the Outer Court represents the first
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part in the experience with Christ & then the Holy Place represents Pentecost!  Where has there ever
been a people that did away with the first two sections IN THEIR THINKING? I know of none before
today!

      PENTECOST!! 2Cor. 5:5b. Who also has given us the [Holy] Spirit as a guarantee or first instalment [of
the fulfilment of His promise. If you are Pentecostal & are hearing this for the first time I can hear some of
you from here!  Let us reason together for a moment. When those of us who were in Passover, saw a
deeper understanding, we shed our Passover spectacles.  Did we need the Passover experience any longer?
No of course not, for we had found something greater. Why? For someone had “Expounded the way of
God more perfectly [definitely & accurately].” There was no need for the former experience any longer.
So we pushed ahead in our new experience. Now here we are again & for some of us, we are at the
crossroads so to speak. 

      TABERNACLES!! The Most Holy Place, The secret Place of the Most High, The Place of the Glory
of God. This is another step upward, are we willing to shed our old spectacles & put on new ones. Once
again  this  is  a  further  experience  than  our  last.  This  is  what  Paul  was referring  to  in  Phil  3:13b-14.
''Forgetting what lies behind & straining forward to what lies ahead,14.I press on toward the goal to
win the [supreme & heavenly] prize to which God in Christ Jesus is calling us, upward.''  This is also
what Peter was meaning when he stated in 1Pet1:5b.  ''[til you fully inherit that final] salvation that is
ready to be revealed [for you] in the last time.” And again in 1Pet 5:1b. “as well as a sharer in the glory
(the honour & splendour) that is to be revealed (disclosed unfolded):'' Heb. 9:28. ''once & once for all,
will appear a second time,   not to carry any burden of sin nor to deal with sin, but to bring to  FULL
salvation those who are [eagerly, constantly, & patiently] waiting for & expecting Him.'' This verse ties
in perfectly with, Dan 9:24b,  ''  to finish & put an end to transgression  , to seal up & make full  the
measure  of  sin,to  purge away & make expiation & reconciliation for  sin,......to anoint  a Holy of
Holies. The KJV states, “to make an end of sins.........and to anoint the most Holy.''

      In this Full Salvation is contained what we previously had plus!  The truth is that we cannot move
ahead any further whilst we are still clinging to the old, it will impede our progress. Heb 9:8, tells us.  ''By
this the Holy Spirit points out that the way into the [true Holy of ] Holies is not yet thrown open as     long
as the former [the outer portion of the] tabernacle remains a recognised institution & is still  standing.''
I would add WITHIN US, or in our thinking or our religious perception & understanding. The big point to
remember is that the former or outer portion represents the Holy Place, or Pentecostal experience which
equates to the in-part experience that Paul refers to in 1Cor 13:12. The in-part is related to the experience
of duality or the eating from the tree of Good & Evil which is found in the Pentecostal experience which is
related to the in part-flesh realm, as opposed to the divine consciousness. 

THE END OF ALL FLESH

In Gen 6:13, We read ''God said to Noah, I intend to make an end of all flesh, for through men the land
is filled with violence; & behold, I will destroy them & the land.'' After this had transpired God made the
statement in Gen 8:21b ''Neither will I ever again smite & destroy every living thing, as I have done.''
Then in verse 13 of Chap 9, we are told that the  Rainbow  was to be a token or sign of a covenant or
solemn pledge to us that He would never again destroy flesh IN THIS WAY. But praise God that He had
another way in mind that He would destroy flesh forever & that is via the LOVE of the cross, & imparting
to us the the knowledge of our TRUE IDENTITY.

What condescension bringing us redemption,
He came in the form of man, to reveal the hidden plan,

Born in a manger, came to earth a stranger,
A man of sorrows & acquainted with grief ,
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Oh how I love Him, how I adore Him. 
 My life my sunshine, my all in all, 

 The great creator, became my Saviour,  
And all God's fullness dwelleth in Him.

      The beginning of the end of all flesh is not to recognise it, but to attest to the fact that we are Son's of
God. ''Were you there Job.... when the morning stars sang together & all the son's of God shouted for
joy?'' Job 38:4-7, Yes you were Job! – & if you can receive it –  so were you who are reading this right
now.  When we say that flesh is to end, we also mean the flesh life, or that way of thinking. The actual
flesh is to be transmuted into the higher nature, that nature of our divinity!  This was the body that Jesus
Christ had when he appeared to the disciples at Emmaus & also when he appeared to Thomas & the others.

      ''Surely there is a mine for silver, & a place for gold where they refine it.''  Job 28:1. That mine is
within your own being & the refining is by the WORD, ''And the word was God''  The refining is the
separating of the pure gold from the dross –  or the flesh & soulish-ness – the pure gold of course is our
divinity or our divine consciousness. ''And though your beginning was small, yet your latter end would –
or will – greatly increase.”''Job 8:7. Here God is speaking to one man, & as you or I read it personally, he
is speaking personally to each of us, but remember also that we all together make up one corporate-man.
Now the increasing, is the largeness of our understanding of  divine consciousness.  The END OF ALL
FLESH will this time come not by a destructive flood of natural water, but by a divine flood of the LOVE
& the  knowledge of  the  divine.  ''But  [the  time is  coming when]  the earth  shall  be  filled  with  the
knowledge of the glory of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.  ''  Hab 2:14. ''For the vision is yet for
an appointed time & it hastens to the end [fulfilment]; it will not deceive or disappoint. Though it tarry,
wait [earnestly] for it, because it will surely come; it will not be behind-hand on its appointed day.''  Hab
2:3.  Before we are changed, & are still in the period waiting for our redemption, this is when our own
personal seals are being opened, there is a people who are realising, & have realised that their true self, is
not really this fallen flesh & blood man. These will be those who have realised the true meaning of the
Tabernacle of David. To them all the rest of religiosity will have disappeared. No Outer Court is needed,
no Holy Place will be needed in these people, they will have realised that the ARK OF THE COVENANT,
the divine consciousness, the purified GOLD is all that is needed, they will  have surpassed all that has led
up to the, 

ANOINTING OF THE MOST HOLY PLACE WITHIN US

''And many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth   shall awake:'' Dan 12:2a. The Adamic dream will
not be over until we completely acknowledge our true identity & give no place to the devil, which is found
in all religiosity, soulish-ness or acknowledgement of any other identity other than the CHRIST. 

      ''Believe Me when I assure you, most solemnly I tell you, the time is coming & is here now when   the
dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God & those who hear it shall live.''  John 5:25.

  In the East teachers urge their disciples to discipline their  desire body  by frugal living, by continued
abstinence. The modern psychologist says, however that if such desires & instincts are urgent in man, let
him satisfy & so get rid of them. Jesus indicated that neither is the true way. Man should not dwell upon
his desires & appetites, – which can be our religiosity or soulish-ness – either to fight or to indulge them,
but rather transmute them by his aspirations. In this way carnal appetites & desires are overcome by the
Christ grace & humility. Or by thanking & glorifying God we transmute our lower nature into the higher
nature of our true self, or the nature of our divinity.
      We must realise that the new birth is an on-going process, & that even though we were first awakened
from the adamic dream initially, by a divine quickening, we will not awake fully until a soon prescribed
time when the Christ is fully formed & moulded within you, & you, your soul, gives birth to her son of
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God. Rev 12: 5. Now in this process we as one of the dead “heard the voice of the Son of God”& will
continue to hear it & shall live.  This is the way of overcoming, hearing, obeying & doing!! And may I
also add that it is not a legalistic obedience, but an  obedience of love!
   
      As in the case of the salmon it is a long hard swim upstream, the flow is against him most of the time.
Now we can look at this from the fleshly perspective & almost lose heart, but the simple spiritual truth of
the matter is that the salmon can do nothing else but obey that desire which God has put within him & that
is he must return to his source, that is where he was born,  THAT HE MAY REPRODUCE! Is this not a
perfect example of ourselves, we must return to our source, to where we were first conceived, EDEN that
original  spiritual  place  in  God,  THAT THE REST OF MEN MAY SEEK THE LORD, we cannot  help
ourselves, it is innate in every one of us. IT IS THE LAW OF CIRCUARITY IN ACTION. Rom 11:36.

      ''For from Him & through Him and to Him are all things. [For all things originate with Him &
come from Him; all things live through Him, & all things centre in & tend to consummate & to end in
Him.] To Him be glory forever!'' Amen (so be it).  
   
      Now to borrow from a few words of J.Preston Eby. Quote, :- “All manifestations of nature discernible
to the senses confirm this law of circularity. ''The sun also ariseth, & the sun goeth down, & hasteth to
its place where he arose. The wind goeth toward the south, & turneth about to the north; it whirleth
about continually, & the wind returneth again according to his circuits. All the rivers run into the sea;
yet the sea is not full; unto the place from whence the rivers come, thither they return again.”
Eccl. 1;5-7.KJV.
      Today, scientists tell us that there is just so much water in the earth. There has always been that amount
& there will always will be. We should understand that neither water, or anything else, can be destroyed.
Its form can be changed, but it eventually will return to its original form. The writer of Ecclesiastes tells us
that water is taken from the oceans in the form of moisture by the sun. Then the winds in their circuits
carry that moisture as clouds over the land. There through certain actions of cold & heat, according to the
laws of God, that moisture falls to the earth in the form of rain or snow or hail. Creeks & rivers are formed
that carry this water back into the oceans, thus completing the circuit of cycle. Water may be frozen, but
under the right condition it will return to water. It may be heated & converted & be heated into steam, but
the  steam  will  eventually  condense,  becoming  water  again.  Water  sinking  into  the  ground  is  either
evaporated, or taken up by plants & evaporated, or perhaps finds its way to underground streams. In any
event it  eventually finds its  way back to the sea, & the circuit  continues on,  unseen, unheard,  almost
unknown, but it is by the law of God.
      Ray Prinzing has written,: – “We have known what it is to take the downward journey, picking up the
debris of the flesh & self, until we come to the bottom, a filthy pool. But there is another river, much more
invisible, spiritualised, we might say, & that is the one which by the DRAWING OF THE SON, lifting us
up out of the 'dead sea' & raising us again into the heaven-lies, to bring us back to the height of the mount
of God. Of this glorious river we read , “There is a river, the streams whereof shall make glad the city of
God” Ps. 46:4. Some are still on the low road, taking the downward path of self, in sin, wayward rebellion.
And some, praise God, are already being irresistibly drawn upward, to take that HIGH WAY back to the
Father's house.
      “What is true in the cycles of our own life, is also true concerning God's dealings with His whole
creation.  That  which  was  turned away from Him,  to  run  an  erratic  & wild  course  of  self-will,  shall
eventually come meekly & submissively back to its Source, our Creator. Thus we need this perspective, to
view from the vantage point of God's great purpose to  BECOME ALL IN ALL, for without this purpose
there would be no rhyme nor reason to any unfolding event. We often say that the 'way UP is DOWN,' but
to always have to go down, without a way up, would bring forth a hopeless frustration that would surely
end in defeat. But, in God's law of circularity, there is a place in our going down process, God knows when
& where, we come to a curve & begin that upward way” –: end quote.
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“Christ the Antidote regarding Death”

      And so because of this law we are at the stage of the Holy Place  being anointed within ourselves or in
other  words  we are  now realising  & understanding  the  meaning of  the  Tabernacle  of  David  within
ourselves. 

A BRAND NEW ERA

The Tabernacle of David is ushering a brand new era. ''But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, &
then the heavens – our heavens, our religious perceptions, – will vanish with a thunderous, – spiritual  –
crash, & the elements – our material elements, our bodies – will be dissolved with fire– the spiritual fire of
the dross burning WORD – & the earth – our earth, our carnal perceptions, & the works that went with it –
will  be  burned up.  –  Gone  'KAPUT'. –   Since all  of  these  things are thus in the  process  of  being
dissolved, what kind of person ought we to be [in the meanwhile] in consecrated & holy behaviour &
godly qualities. While you wait & earnestly long for the coming of the day of God by reason of which
the flaming heavens – our old & past so called, heavenly & spiritual understandings – will be dissolved, &
the elements – of these old perceptions – will flare & melt with the fire – of  God's WORD. -- But we look
for new heavens –  the full realisation & divine understanding of that which is beyond the veil – & a new
earth – our earth which includes a glorified body – according to His promise, in which righteousness, is
to abide.''   2 Peter 3: 10- 13. My Translation coupled with the Amplified.

      If you are worried about this literal earth, don't be! Ps 37:11.  ''But the meek [in the end] shall
INHERIT the earth & shall delight themselves in the abundance of peace.''  Also, Verse 29, Matt 5:5
“Blessed are the meek for they shall INHERIT the earth.” Eccl 1:4. ''One generation goes & another
generation comes, but the earth remains forever.''  Ps 119: 90.  ''Your –  God's -  faithfulness is from
generation to generation. You have established the earth, & it stands fast.'' There is much, much more on
God's agenda to take place on this earth, before we even need to begin to think in the terms of this natural
earth passing off the scene. All of the very old Fathers believed, up until approx 200 years ago, that this
earth was to be filled with the Glory of God. Hab 2:14. Jesus said ''Thy will be done in earth as it is in
Heaven.''  This has not yet happened!

       Concerning the Temple of Solomon, this was built after David's death. To be true to type this Temple
is not built until the time that the Tabernacle of David has run it's course, the building of this spiritual
Temple will take place in the 21st chapter of the “Revelation given by Jesus Christ to John.”

 

Written by Ralph Knowles.  December. 2009.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com
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